Let’s Grow Kids is a public awareness and engagement campaign about the important role that high-quality, affordable child care can play in supporting the healthy development of Vermont’s children during their first five years—the most important years for laying a foundation for success in relationships, in school and in life. Because Vermont’s shortage of high-quality, affordable child care is a serious challenge for our communities and our economy, our goal is to gain public support leading to increased, sustainable investment that gives all children the chance to reach their full potential.

Become a leader within the Let’s Grow Kids campaign by joining the Speakers Bureau!

Participants will learn:
- How storytelling can be used as a tool for change and the components of a powerful personal narrative
- How to deliver a persuasive personal narrative connected to Vermont early childhood messages
- How to become an active member of the Let’s Grow Kids Speakers Bureau

In addition, Speakers Bureau Training participants are eligible for Northern Lights credit!

Sign up by contacting Samantha Giroux at samantha@letsgrowkids.org or 802-578-7796